Divergence in patterns of invasion among subpopulations derived from a human carcinoma clone: roles of intercellular contacts and of cell-substratum adhesion.
In tumor progression, populations of cancer cells with different patterns of growth and invasion arise within the same tissue and within individual neoplasms. We tested the hypothesis that, even in histologically undifferentiated carcinomas, such diversity may be influenced by differentiation-dependent adhesive mechanisms. We used as prototypes two cell lines that originated in the same clone of a poorly differentiated cervical carcinoma, but express strikingly different phenotypes. Cells of line C-4I express select characteristics of the spinous stage of stratified squamous epithelial differentiation while cells of line C-4II resemble basal cells. C-4I cells form rapidly expanding compact tumors in vivo and multilayered cohesive colonies in culture, while C-4II cells form slow-growing infiltrating tumors in vivo and dispersed, monolayered colonies in culture. In suspension culture which prevented any cell-substratum interactions, C-4I cells formed aggregates that were significantly larger and more compact than those formed by C-4II. Thus, greater intercellular adhesion between the 'spinous' C-4I cells contributed significantly to the phenotypic divergence of the lines. Upon disruption of intercellular adhesion with the glutamine analogue 6-diazo-4-oxo-norleucine (DON), C-4I cultures on plastic and in suspension assumed forms resembling C-4II. On plastic, single 'basal' C-4II cells adhered more rapidly and migrated more slowly than C-4I cells, in keeping with the capacity of C-4II, but not C-4I, to secrete fibronectin (FN) substrata. However, on exogenous FN matrices, migration and cell dispersion were accelerated in both lines. Both lines expressed similar integrin profiles. Thus, the lines had diverged in extracellular matrix production, but not in the receptors for extracellular matrix components. The properties of the C-4 lines mimic those of specific cell types in normal stratified squamous epithelia, where intercellular adhesion increases but FN secretion diminishes with progression from the basal to the spinous stage of differentiation. Our results demonstrate a direct influence of differentiation-associated adhesive mechanisms on growth patterns and suggest that similar mechanisms may be responsible for variations in invasiveness among neoplastic clonal subpopulations. An awareness of these correlations may help to interpret the modes of local invasion by poorly differentiated carcinomas in terms of specific, well-defined cell properties.